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     INSTALLATION  INSTRUCTIONS OEM VALANCE
97-03 PONTIAC GRAND PRIX

VERY IMPORTANT !  Read and understand all directions and check the following parts list before starting
installation.

PARTS LIST
1 Street Scene Emblem 1      Instruction Sheet 1         Right Lower Speed Grille

24 Attaching Clips # 71098 1       Left Upper Speed Grille
1 Left Lower Speed Grille 1     Right Upper Speed Grille

TOOL LIST
                             Phillips Screwdriver, 10 MM Wrench, Flat Blade Screwdriver, Tape
1.  Remove Speed Grilles from their packages.
2.  Open hood and remove the air deflection panel between front end and radiator. With a flat blade screwdriver,
     pry up the center pin on the retaining fastener and pull gently to remove. Remove the 10 MM screws.
3.  Remove the two phillips head screws securing each grille section in the front end. 
4.   Speed Grille inserts are made for a precision fit. We advise applying tape to the perimeter opening to avoid 
      scratching the paint when installing. If the fitment is to tight carefully bend the return edge slightly to avoid
      scratching the paint.
5.  Install the Speed Grille sections from the front side, secure with four attaching clips, 2 on top side and 2
     on bottom side. Install with the flat side on clip away from grille. Make sure grille is aligned properly.
6.   Remove the air deflectors on the underside so that you will have access to the back side of openings in
      the lower valance.
7.  Install Speed Grille from the front side of valance and attach from the inside with the clips provided. Position
     clips at each end, top & bottom, and the others equally spaced between. Make sure grille is installed fully 
     into the opening.
8.   If clips do not reach the grille the Speed Grille is not installed deep enough into the opening.
9.   Attach the Street Scene Emblem to the Grille. Remove the protective cover on the face. 

NOTE : WILL  FIT GT & GTP MODEL ALSO FITS SE 2001 MODELS

TYPICAL CLIP INSTALLATION

THE SPEED GRILLE™ may be covered by one or more of the following U.S. Patents: D427,119,D425,834,D421,585,D420,
961,D420,960,D420,959, and D420,958 may be covered by one or more pending U.S. Patent applications.
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